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 >Page1a<  [optional all] 
 
 
 A1  We have gone too far in pushing equal rights             @MBS_A1  
 A2  The government should pay the most attention             @MBS_A2  
 A3  If a company has to lay off some of its employees        @MBS_A3  
 A4  The welfare state makes people less willing to look      @MBS_A4  
 A5  Discrimination makes it extremely difficult for women    @MBS_A5  
 A6  Immigrants make an important contribution to this        @MBS_A6  
 A7  Newer lifestyles are contributing to the breakdown       @MBS_A7  
 A8  The world is always changing and we should adapt our     @MBS_A8  
 A9  This country would have many fewer problems if there     @MBS_A9  
 A10 It is more difficult for non-whites to be successful     @MBS_A10 
 A11 If people really want to work, they can find a job.      @MBS_A11 
 A12 We should look after Canadians born in this country      @MBS_A12 
 A13 We have gone too far in pushing bilingualism in Canada   @MBS_A13 
 A14 Minority groups need special rights                      @MBS_A14 
 A15 Protecting the environment is more important than        @MBS_A15 
 
 
[@MBS_A1] <1-4,8,9>   [varlabel We have gone too far in pushing equal rights in 
this country.][catlabel <1> Strongly Agree][catlabel <2> Agree][catlabel <3> 
Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly disagree][catlabel <8> Not Sure]  
[@MBS_A2] <1-4,8,9>   [varlabel The government should pay the most attention to 
those citizens who are well informed.][catlabel <1> Strongly Agree][catlabel <2> 
Agree][catlabel <3> Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly disagree][catlabel <8> Not 
Sure]  
[@MBS_A3] <1-4,8,9>   [varlabel If a company has to lay off employees, the first 
workers to be laid off should be women whose husbands have jobs.][catlabel <1> 
Strongly Agree][catlabel <2> Agree][catlabel <3> Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly 
disagree][catlabel <8> Not Sure]  
[@MBS_A4] <1-4,8,9>   [varlabel The welfare state makes people less willing to 
look after themselves.][catlabel <1> Strongly Agree][catlabel <2> 
Agree][catlabel <3> Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly disagree][catlabel <8> Not 
Sure]  
[@MBS_A5] <1-4,8,9>   [varlabel Discrimination makes it extremely difficult for 
women to get jobs equal to their abilities.][catlabel <1> Strongly 
Agree][catlabel <2> Agree][catlabel <3> Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly 
disagree][catlabel <8> Not Sure]  
[@MBS_A6] <1-4,8,9>   [varlabel Immigrants make an important contribution to 
this country.][catlabel <1> Strongly Agree][catlabel <2> Agree][catlabel <3> 
Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly disagree][catlabel <8> Not Sure]  
[@MBS_A7] <1-4,8,9>   [varlabel Newer lifestyles are contributing to the 
breakdown of society.][catlabel <1> Strongly Agree][catlabel <2> Agree][catlabel 
<3> Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly disagree][catlabel <8> Not Sure]  
[@MBS_A8] <1-4,8,9>   [varlabel The world is always changing and we should adapt 
our view of moral behaviour to these changes.][catlabel <1> Strongly 



Agree][catlabel <2> Agree][catlabel <3> Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly 
disagree][catlabel <8> Not Sure]  
[@MBS_A9] <1-4,8,9>   [varlabel This country would have many fewer problems if 
there were more emphasis on traditional family values.][catlabel <1> Strongly 
Agree][catlabel <2> Agree][catlabel <3> Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly 
disagree][catlabel <8> Not Sure]  
[@MBS_A10]<1-4,8,9>   [varlabel It is more difficult for non-whites to be 
successful in Canadian society than it is for whites.][catlabel <1> Strongly 
Agree][catlabel <2> Agree][catlabel <3> Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly 
disagree][catlabel <8> Not Sure]  
[@MBS_A11]<1-4,8,9>   [varlabel If people really want to work, they can find a 
job.][catlabel <1> Strongly Agree][catlabel <2> Agree][catlabel <3> 
Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly disagree][catlabel <8> Not Sure]  
[@MBS_A12]<1-4,8,9>   [varlabel We should look after Canadians born in this 
country first and others second.][catlabel <1> Strongly Agree][catlabel <2> 
Agree][catlabel <3> Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly disagree][catlabel <8> Not 
Sure]  
[@MBS_A13]<1-4,8,9>   [varlabel We have gone too far in pushing bilingualism in 
Canada.][catlabel <1> Strongly Agree][catlabel <2> Agree][catlabel <3> 
Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly disagree][catlabel <8> Not Sure]  
[@MBS_A14]<1-4,8,9>   [varlabel Minority groups need special rights.][catlabel 
<1> Strongly Agree][catlabel <2> Agree][catlabel <3> Disagree][catlabel <4> 
Strongly disagree][catlabel <8> Not Sure]  
[@MBS_A15]<1-4,8,9>   [varlabel Protecting the environment is more important 
than creating jobs.][catlabel <1> Strongly Agree][catlabel <2> Agree][catlabel 
<3> Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly disagree][catlabel <8> Not Sure]  
 
 
>Page1b<  [optional all] 
 
 B1  The government should:                                   @MBS_B1 
 B2  The feminist movement:                                   @MBS_B2 
 B3  Which is more important in a democratic society:         @MBS_B3 
 B4  Which statement comes closest: Aboriginal:               @MBS_B4 
 B5  Which statement comes closest: Political parties:        @MBS_B5 
 B6  The feminist movement encourages women:                  @MBS_B6 
 B7  Do you think that: crooked                               @MBS_B7 
 B8  Do you think that people in the government:              @MBS_B8 
 B9  If a law conflicts with the Charter of Rights            @MBS_B9 
 
     
[@MBS_B1] <1,2,8,9>    [varlabel The government should:][catlabel <1> See to it 
that everyone has a decent standard of living][catlabel <2> Leave people to get 
ahead on their own][catlabel <8> not sure/both]                                           
[@MBS_B2] <1,2,8,9>    [varlabel The feminist movement:][catlabel <1> Just tries 
to get equal treatment for women][catlabel <2> Puts men down][catlabel <8> not 
sure/both]                                          
[@MBS_B3] <1,2,8,9>    [varlabel Which is more important in a democratic 
society:][catlabel <1> Letting the majority decide][catlabel <2> Protecting the 
needs and rights of minorities][catlabel <8> not sure/both]                                          
[@MBS_B4] <1,2,8,9>    [varlabel Which statement comes closest to your own 
view:][catlabel <1> Aboriginal tried harder, could be as well off as other 
Cdns][catlabel <2> Social & economic conditions make it almost 
impossible][catlabel <8> not sure/both]                                          



[@MBS_B5] <1,2,8,9>    [varlabel Which statement comes closest to your own 
view:][catlabel <1> All parties should receive equal amt free broadcast 
time][catlabel <2> Parties that get more votes should get more free 
time][catlabel <8> not sure/both]                                          
[@MBS_B6] <1,2,8,9>    [varlabel The feminist movement encourages 
women:][catlabel <1> To be independent and speak up for themselves][catlabel <2> 
To be selfish and think only of themselves][catlabel <8> not sure/both]                                          
[@MBS_B7] <1,2,3,8,9>  [varlabel Do you think that:][catlabel <1> Quite a few 
people running the govt are a little crooked][catlabel <2> Not very many are 
crooked][catlabel <3>  Hardly any of them are crooked][catlabel <8> not sure] 
[@MBS_B8] <1,2,3,8,9>  [varlabel Do you think that people in the 
government:][catlabel <1> Waste a lot of the money we pay in taxes][catlabel <2> 
Waste some of it][catlabel <3> "Don t waste very much of it]   [catlabel <8> not 
sure] 
[@MBS_B9] <1,2,8,9>    [varlabel If a law conflicts with the Charter of Rights, 
who should have the final say?][catlabel <1> Courts][catlabel <2> 
Government][catlabel <8> not sure]                                                
 
[# -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-] 
 
>Page2a<  [optional all] 
 
 C1   Thinking about people who are NOT family members or     @MBS_C1  
      (if range given, enter midpoint. if no midpoint, enter first)  
  
 C2   How often are you in touch with close friends? @MBS_C2  
 C3A  How many of these friends... Are the same sex as you?   @MBS_C3A 
 C3B  How many of these friends... Belong to the same age     @MBS_C3B 
 C3C  How many of these friends... Have a similar education   @MBS_C3C 
 C3D  How many of these friends... Have a similar income      @MBS_C3D 
 C3E  How many of these friends... Belong to the same racial  @MBS_C3E 
  
[@MBS_C1] <0-99>                     [varlabel Thinking about people who are NOT 
family members or relatives, how many close friends do you have?] 
[@MBS_C2] <1-4,9>                    [varlabel How often are you in touch with 
close friends?] 
[@MBS_C3A] <1-3,9>                    [varlabel How many of these friends... Are 
the same sex as you?] 
[@MBS_C3B] <1-3,9>                    [varlabel How many of these friends... 
Belong to the same age group as you?] 
[@MBS_C3C] <1-3,9>                    [varlabel How many of these friends... 
Have a similar level of education as you?] 
[@MBS_C3D] <1-3,9>                    [varlabel How many of these friends... 
Have a similar level of income as you?] 
[@MBS_C3E] <1-3,9>                    [varlabel How many of these friends... 
Belong to the same racial group as you?] 
 
 
>Page2b< [optional all] 
 
 C4   Which of the following do you identify with MOST?  
  
 C4a  Your neighbourhood, town or city                        @MBS_C4a 
 C4b  Your region                                             @MBS_C4b 



 C4c  Your province                                           @MBS_C4c 
 C4d  Canada                                                  @MBS_C4d 
 C4e  North America                                           @MBS_C4e 
 C4f  The world as a whole                                    @MBS_C4f 
 
[@MBS_C4a][default answer <0>] <0,1>  [varlabel Which of the following do you 
identify with MOST: Your neighbourhood, town or city][catlabel <0> 
Chosen][catlabel <1> Not chosen]   
[@MBS_C4b][default answer <0>] <0,1>  [varlabel Which of the following do you 
identify with MOST: Your region][catlabel <0> Chosen][catlabel <1> Not chosen]   
[@MBS_C4c][default answer <0>] <0,1>  [varlabel Which of the following do you 
identify with MOST: Your province][catlabel <0> Chosen][catlabel <1> Not chosen]   
[@MBS_C4d][default answer <0>] <0,1>  [varlabel Which of the following do you 
identify with MOST: Canada][catlabel <0> Chosen][catlabel <1> Not chosen]   
[@MBS_C4e][default answer <0>] <0,1>  [varlabel Which of the following do you 
identify with MOST: North America][catlabel <0> Chosen][catlabel <1> Not chosen]   
[@MBS_C4f][default answer <0>] <0,1>  [varlabel Which of the following do you 
identify with MOST: The world as a whole][catlabel <0> Chosen][catlabel <1> Not 
chosen]   
 
 
>Page2c< [optional all]      
 
   How much confidence have in: Organised religion.           @MBS_DA         
   How much confidence have in: The armed forces.             @MBS_DB 
   How much confidence have in: Public schools.               @MBS_DC 
   How much confidence have in: The Supreme Court.            @MBS_DD 
   How much confidence have in: The civil service.            @MBS_DE 
   How much confidence have in: Unions.                       @MBS_DF 
   How much confidence have in: The police.                   @MBS_DG 
   How much confidence have in: The federal government.       @MBS_DH 
   How much confidence have in: Your provincial government.   @MBS_DI 
   How much confidence have in: Big business.                 @MBS_DJ 
   How much confidence have in: The media.                    @MBS_DK 
   How much confidence have in: Elections Canada.             @MBS_DL 
 
[@MBS_DA] <1-4,9> [varlabel How much confidence have in: Organised 
religion.][catlabel <1> A great deal][catlabel <2> Quite a lot][catlabel <3> Not 
very much][catlabel <4> None at all] 
[@MBS_DB] <1-4,9> [varlabel How much confidence have in: The armed 
forces.][catlabel <1> A great deal][catlabel <2> Quite a lot][catlabel <3> Not 
very much][catlabel <4> None at all] 
[@MBS_DC] <1-4,9> [varlabel How much confidence have in: Public 
schools.][catlabel <1> A great deal][catlabel <2> Quite a lot][catlabel <3> Not 
very much][catlabel <4> None at all] 
[@MBS_DD] <1-4,9> [varlabel How much confidence have in: The Supreme 
Court.][catlabel <1> A great deal][catlabel <2> Quite a lot][catlabel <3> Not 
very much][catlabel <4> None at all] 
[@MBS_DE] <1-4,9> [varlabel How much confidence have in: The civil 
service.][catlabel <1> A great deal][catlabel <2> Quite a lot][catlabel <3> Not 
very much][catlabel <4> None at all] 
[@MBS_DF] <1-4,9> [varlabel How much confidence have in: Unions.][catlabel <1> A 
great deal][catlabel <2> Quite a lot][catlabel <3> Not very much][catlabel <4> 
None at all] 



[@MBS_DG] <1-4,9> [varlabel How much confidence have in: The police.][catlabel 
<1> A great deal][catlabel <2> Quite a lot][catlabel <3> Not very much][catlabel 
<4> None at all] 
[@MBS_DH] <1-4,9> [varlabel How much confidence have in: The federal 
government.][catlabel <1> A great deal][catlabel <2> Quite a lot][catlabel <3> 
Not very much][catlabel <4> None at all] 
[@MBS_DI] <1-4,9> [varlabel How much confidence have in: Your provincial 
government][catlabel <1> A great deal][catlabel <2> Quite a lot][catlabel <3> 
Not very much][catlabel <4> None at all] 
[@MBS_DJ] <1-4,9> [varlabel How much confidence have in: Big business.][catlabel 
<1> A great deal][catlabel <2> Quite a lot][catlabel <3> Not very much][catlabel 
<4> None at all] 
[@MBS_DK] <1-4,9> [varlabel How much confidence have in: The media.][catlabel 
<1> A great deal][catlabel <2> Quite a lot][catlabel <3> Not very much][catlabel 
<4> None at all] 
[@MBS_DL] <1-4,9> [varlabel How much confidence have in: Elections 
Canada.][catlabel <1> A great deal][catlabel <2> Quite a lot][catlabel <3> Not 
very much][catlabel <4> None at all] 
 
>Page2d< [optional all]      
 
  E1  The problem with democracy is that most people don t    @MBS_E1  
  E2  Most people have enough sense to tell whether the       @MBS_E2  
  E3  People who don t vote have no right to criticise        @MBS_E3  
  E4  The public has a right to know where political parties  @MBS_E4  
  E5  Those elected to Parliament soon lose touch with the    @MBS_E5  
  E6  Political parties spend too much time catering to       @MBS_E6  
  E7  Only people who are Canadian citizens should be         @MBS_E7  
  E8  Only people who are 18 years and older should be        @MBS_E8  
  E9  A party that gets 10% of the vote should get 10%        @MBS_E9  
  E10 The best way to protect women s interests is to         @MBS_E10 
  E11 People like me don t have any say about what the        @MBS_E11 
  E12 Schools are doing a good job teaching young people      @MBS_E12 
  F1  How satisfied are you with the way the electoral        @MBS_F1  
  F2  How closely did you follow the recent federal           @MBS_F2  
  
  
[@MBS_E1] <1-4,8,9>  [varlabel The problem with democracy is that most people 
don t really know what s best for them.][catlabel <1> Strongly agree][catlabel 
<2> Agree][catlabel <3> Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly disagree][catlabel <8> 
Don t Know] 
[@MBS_E2] <1-4,8,9>  [varlabel Most people have enough sense to tell whether the 
government is doing a good job.][catlabel <1> Strongly agree][catlabel <2> 
Agree][catlabel <3> Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly disagree][catlabel <8> Don t 
Know] 
[@MBS_E3] <1-4,8,9>  [varlabel People who don t vote have no right to criticise 
the government][catlabel <1> Strongly agree][catlabel <2> Agree][catlabel <3> 
Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly disagree][catlabel <8> Don t Know] 
[@MBS_E4] <1-4,8,9>  [varlabel The public has a right to know where political 
parties, candidates and local associations get their money.][catlabel <1> 
Strongly agree][catlabel <2> Agree][catlabel <3> Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly 
disagree][catlabel <8> Don t Know] 
[@MBS_E5] <1-4,8,9>  [varlabel Those elected to Parliament soon lose touch with 
the people.][catlabel <1> Strongly agree][catlabel <2> Agree][catlabel <3> 
Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly disagree][catlabel <8> Don t Know] 



[@MBS_E6] <1-4,8,9>  [varlabel Political parties spend too much time catering to 
minorities.][catlabel <1> Strongly agree][catlabel <2> Agree][catlabel <3> 
Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly disagree][catlabel <8> Don t Know] 
[@MBS_E7] <1-4,8,9>  [varlabel Only people who are Canadian citizens should be 
allowed to be members of a political party.][catlabel <1> Strongly 
agree][catlabel <2> Agree][catlabel <3> Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly 
disagree][catlabel <8> Don t Know] 
[@MBS_E8] <1-4,8,9>  [varlabel Only people who are 18 years and older should be 
allowed to be members of a political party.][catlabel <1> Strongly 
agree][catlabel <2> Agree][catlabel <3> Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly 
disagree][catlabel <8> Don t Know] 
[@MBS_E9] <1-4,8,9>  [varlabel A party that gets 10% of the vote should get 10% 
of the seats.][catlabel <1> Strongly agree][catlabel <2> Agree][catlabel <3> 
Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly disagree][catlabel <8> Don t Know] 
[@MBS_E10]<1-4,8,9>  [varlabel The best way to protect women s interests is to 
have more women in Parliament."][catlabel <1> Strongly agree][catlabel <2> 
Agree][catlabel <3> Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly disagree][catlabel <8> Don t 
Know] 
[@MBS_E11]<1-4,8,9>  [varlabel People like me don t have any say about what the 
government does."][catlabel <1> Strongly agree][catlabel <2> Agree][catlabel <3> 
Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly disagree][catlabel <8> Don t Know] 
[@MBS_E12]<1-4,8,9>  [varlabel Schools are doing a good job teaching young 
people about democracy.][catlabel <1> Strongly agree][catlabel <2> 
Agree][catlabel <3> Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly disagree][catlabel <8> Don t 
Know] 
[@MBS_F1] <1-4,8,9>  [varlabel How satisfied are you with the way the electoral 
system works in Canada?][catlabel <1> Very satisified][catlabel <2> Fairly 
satisfied][catlabel <3> Not very satisfied][catlabel <4> Not satisified at all] 
[@MBS_F2] <1-4,8,9>  [varlabel How closely did you follow the recent federal 
election campaign?][catlabel <1> Very closely][catlabel <2> Fairly 
closely][catlabel <3> Not very closely][catlabel <4> Not closely at all] 
  
[# -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-]  
  
>Page3a< [optional all]       
 
  F3  During the recent federal election, did you talk        @MBS_F3                                                                                                                        
  F4  During the recent federal election, did you show        @MBS_F4                                                                          
  F5  Have you every donated money to a federal political     @MBS_F5                                                                                                                                                                                             
  F6  (If yes) Was that in the last 12 months?                @MBS_F6                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  F7  Have you ever donated money to a candidate              @MBS_F7                                                                                                                                                                              
  F8  (If yes) Was that in the last 12 months?                @MBS_F8                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  F9  Have you ever donated money to a local riding           @MBS_F9                                                                                                                                                           
  F10 (If yes) Was that in the last 12 months?                @MBS_F10                                                                                                                                                                                                 
 
 
[@MBS_F3]<1-4,9>                                          [varlabel During 
federal election, did you talk to other people to persuade them to vote for a 
party or candidate?][catlabel <1> Frequently][catlabel <2> 
Occasionally][catlabel <3> Rarely][catlabel <4> Never]                                              
[@MBS_F4]<1-4,9>                                          [varlabel During 
federal election, did you show your support for a particular party or candidate]                             
[catlabel <1> Frequently][catlabel <2> Occasionally][catlabel <3> 
Rarely][catlabel <4> Never] 



[@MBS_F5]<1,8,9> [goto @MBS_F6] <5> [goto @MBS_F7]        [varlabel Have you 
every donated money to a federal political party?]                             
[catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No][catlabel <8> not sure]                                                                                
[@MBS_F6]<1,5,9>                                          [varlabel (If yes) Was 
that in the last 12 months?]                             [catlabel <1> 
Yes][catlabel <5> No]                                                                                                       
[@MBS_F7]<1,8,9> [goto @MBS_F8]<5> [goto @MBS_F9]         [varlabel Have you 
ever donated money to a candidate in a federal election?]                             
[catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No][catlabel <8> not sure]                                                                                
[@MBS_F8]<1,5,9>                                          [varlabel (If yes) Was 
that in the last 12 months?]                             [catlabel <1> 
Yes][catlabel <5> No]                                                                                                       
[@MBS_F9]<1,8,9> [goto @MBS_F10]<5> [goto Page3b@MBS_G1]  [varlabel Have you 
ever donated money to a local riding association of a federal political party?]                             
[catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No][catlabel <8> not sure]                                                                                
[@MBS_F10]<1,5,9>                                         [varlabel (If yes) Was 
that in the last 12 months?]                             [catlabel <1> 
Yes][catlabel <5> No]                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                                                                                                     
>Page3b< [optional all]       
 
  G1 What do you think is the most important political        @MBS_G1                                                                                                                                                       
  G2 (Political problem) Which party do you think is best     @MBS_G2                                                                                                                                    
  G3 (Political problem) How good or bad a job has the        @MBS_G3                                                                                                     
  G4 (Performance of the government in Ottawa in general)     @MBS_G4                                                                       
  G5 Some people say it makes a big difference who is in      @MBS_G5                                                 
  G6 Some people say that no matter who people vote for,      @MBS_G6 
  G7 Under our present system, a party can win a majority     @MBS_G7                                                                                     
 
[@MBS_G1][default answer <0>] <1> [specify] <0> [varlabel What do you think is 
the most important political problem facing Canada today?] [catlabel <1> 
specify][catlabel <0> No response]      
[@MBS_G2] <1-5><6>[specify] [varlabel Which party do you think is best in 
dealing with it?]       [catlabel <1> Conservative Party][catlabel <2> Liberal 
party][catlabel <3> NDP][catlabel <4> Bloc Quebecois][catlabel <5> Green 
party][catlabel <6> Other]       
[@MBS_G3] <1-4>             [varlabel How good or bad a job has the government 
in Ottawa done over the past TWO years?] [catlabel <1> Very good job][catlabel 
<2> Good job][catlabel <3> Bad job][catlabel <4> Very bad job]                                                        
[@MBS_G4] <1-4>             [varlabel How good or bad a job has the government 
in Ottawa done over the past TWO years?] [catlabel <1> Very good job][catlabel 
<2> Good job][catlabel <3> Bad job][catlabel <4> Very bad job]                                                                                                                               
[@MBS_G5] <1-5>             [varlabel Some say it makes a big difference who is 
in power. Others say that it doesn t. Where place yourself?][catlabel <1> Doesn 
t make any difference][catlabel <5> Makes big diffrence who is in power]                                                                     
[@MBS_G6] <1-5>             [varlabel No matter who people vote for, it won t 
make any difference. Others say it can. Where place yourself?][catlabel <1> Wont 
make any difference"][catlabel <5> Who people vote for can make big difference] 
[@MBS_G7] <1,2,8>           [varlabel Under our present system, a party can win 
a majority of seats without winning a majority of votes. Do you find 
this...][catlabel <2> Unacceptable][catlabel <8> not sure]    
 
  
[# -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-] 
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  H1  Canada should participate in peacekeeping operations    @MBS_H1  
  H2  International trade creates more jobs in Canada than    @MBS_H2                                                                                             
  H3  Too many recent immigrants just don t want to fit       @MBS_H3                                                                                   
  H4  Only people who are legally married should be having    @MBS_H4                                                                                               
  H5  We must crack down on crime, even if that means that    @MBS_H5                                                                            
  H6  Federal government services should be provided in only  @MBS_H6                                       
  H7  We would have better laws if Members of Parliament      @MBS_H7  
  H8  Small political parties are treated unfairly in Canada  @MBS_H8                                                                                                        
  H9  Sometimes politics and government seem so complicated   @MBS_H9                                          
  H10 Immigrants take jobs away from other Canadians          @MBS_H10                                                                                                      
  H11 Anglophones in Quebec are better treated than           @MBS_H11                                                                     
  H12 The government should be able to crack down on          @MBS_H12               
 
[@MBS_H1] <1-4,8,9>   [varlabel Canada should participate in peacekeeping even 
if it puts the lives of Canadian soldiers at risk.][catlabel <1> Strongly 
agree][catlabel <2> Agree][catlabel <3> Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly 
disagree][catlabel <8> Not sure] 
[@MBS_H2] <1-4,8,9>   [varlabel International trade creates more jobs in Canada 
than it destroys.][catlabel <1> Strongly agree][catlabel <2> Agree][catlabel <3> 
Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly disagree][catlabel <8> Not sure]  
[@MBS_H3] <1-4,8,9>   [varlabel Too many recent immigrants just don t want to 
fit into Canadian society.][catlabel <1> Strongly agree][catlabel <2> 
Agree][catlabel <3> Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly disagree][catlabel <8> Not 
sure]  
[@MBS_H4] <1-4,8,9>   [varlabel Only people who are legally married should be 
having children.][catlabel <1> Strongly agree][catlabel <2> Agree][catlabel <3> 
Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly disagree][catlabel <8> Not sure]  
[@MBS_H5] <1-4,8,9>   [varlabel We must crack down on crime, even if that means 
that criminals lose their rights.][catlabel <1> Strongly agree][catlabel <2> 
Agree][catlabel <3> Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly disagree][catlabel <8> Not 
sure]  
[@MBS_H6] <1-4,8,9>   [varlabel Federal government services should be in only 
one language, French in Quebec and English in the rest of Canada.][catlabel <1> 
Strongly agree][catlabel <2> Agree][catlabel <3> Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly 
disagree][catlabel <8> Not sure]  
[@MBS_H7] <1-4,8,9>   [varlabel We would have better laws if MP s were allowed 
to vote for what they thought was best][catlabel <1> Strongly agree][catlabel 
<2> Agree][catlabel <3> Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly disagree][catlabel <8> 
Not sure]  
[@MBS_H8] <1-4,8,9>   [varlabel Small political parties are treated unfairly in 
Canada.][catlabel <1> Strongly agree][catlabel <2> Agree][catlabel <3> 
Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly disagree][catlabel <8> Not sure]  
[@MBS_H9] <1-4,8,9>   [varlabel Sometimes politics and government seem so 
complicated that a person like me can t really understand what s going 
on.][catlabel <1> Strongly agree][catlabel <2> Agree][catlabel <3> 
Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly disagree][catlabel <8> Not sure]  
[@MBS_H10] <1-4,8,9>  [varlabel Immigrants take jobs away from other 
Canadians.][catlabel <1> Strongly agree][catlabel <2> Agree][catlabel <3> 
Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly disagree][catlabel <8> Not sure]  
[@MBS_H11] <1-4,8,9>  [varlabel Anglophones in Quebec are better treated than 
Francophone in the rest of Canada.][catlabel <1> Strongly agree][catlabel <2> 



Agree][catlabel <3> Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly disagree][catlabel <8> Not 
sure]  
[@MBS_H12] <1-4,8,9>  [varlabel The government should be able to crack down on 
suspected terrorists even if interfering with rights of people.][catlabel <1> 
Strongly agree][catlabel <2> Agree][catlabel <3> Disagree][catlabel <4> Strongly 
disagree][catlabel <8> Not sure]  
 
 
>Page4b<  [optional all]  
 
 I1 Would you say that any of the Federal political parties   @MBS_I1 
 I2 (If yes) Which Federal party represents your views best?  @MBS_I2 
 
 
 
[@MBS_I1] <1> [goto @MBS_I2] <5> [goto Page4c@MBS_I3] [varlabel Would you say 
that any of the Federal political parties in Canada represents your views 
reasonably well?][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
[@MBS_I2] <1-5><6>[specify]                           [varlabel (If yes) Which 
Federal party represents your views best?] [catlabel <1> Conservative][catlabel 
<2> Liberal][catlabel <3> NDP][catlabel <4> Block Quebecois][catlabel <5> 
Green][catlabel <6> Other] 
 
 
>Page4c<  [optional all] 
 
  I3    Regardless of how you feel about the Federal parties,    @MBS_I3     
  I4    (If yes) Which party leader represents your views best?  @MBS_I4                                                                                                 
  I5    Thinking about how elections in Canada work in practice  @MBS_I5  
  I6    Do you usually think of yourself as close to any         @MBS_I6                                                                        
  I7    Do you feel a little closer to one of the Federal        @MBS_I7                                                               
  I8    Which party do you feel closest to?                      @MBS_I8  
         (if multiple mention enter 9 and type in options chosen)                                                                                            
  I9    How close do you feel to this party?                     @MBS_I9                                                                                                 
  I10A  Federal Conservative Party.                              @MBS_I10A                                                 
  I10B  Federal Liberal Party.                                   @MBS_I10B                                                 
  I10C  Federal NDP.                                             @MBS_I10C                                                 
  I10D  Bloc Quebecois.                                          @MBS_I10D                                                 
  I10E  Federal Green Party.                                     @MBS_I10E                                                 
 
 
[@MBS_I3]  <1> [goto @MBS_I4] <5> [goto @MBS_I5]  [varlabel Would you say that 
any of the party leaders represents your views ?] [catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel 
<5> No] 
[@MBS_I4]  <1-5> <6> [specify]                    [varlabel (If yes) Which party 
leader represents your views best?] [catlabel <1> Stephen Harper][catlabel <2> 
Stephane Dion][catlabel <3> Jack Layton][catlabel <4> Gilles Duceppe][catlabel 
<5> Elizabeth May][catlabel <6> Other] 
[@MBS_I5]  <1-4>                                  [varlabel How well do 
elections in Ccanada ensure that the views of MPs reflect the views of voters?] 
[catlabel <1> Very well][catlabel <2> Quite well][catlabel <3> Not very 
well][catlabel <4> Not at all well]                                                
[@MBS_I6]  <1> [goto @MBS_I8] <5> [goto @MBS_I7]  [varlabel Do you usually think 
of yourself as close to any particular Federal party?] [catlabel <1> 
Yes][catlabel <5> No]       



[@MBS_I7]  <1> [goto @MBS_I8] <5> [goto @MBS_I10A] [varlabel Do you feel a 
little closer to one of the Federal political parties than the others?] 
[catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No]       
[@MBS_I8]  <1-5> <6>[specify] <9> [specify]       [varlabel (If yes) Which party 
do you feel closest to?] [catlabel <1> Conservative][catlabel <2> 
Liberal][catlabel <3> NDP][catlabel <4> Block Quebecois][catlabel <5> 
Green][catlabel <6> Other][catlabel <9> combination (specify)]         
[@MBS_I9]  <1-3,9>                                [varlabel How close do you 
feel to this party?] [catlabel <1> Very close][catlabel <2> Somewhat 
close][catlabel <3> Not very close]                                                                             
[@MBS_I10A] <0-10>                                [varlabel Using the scale 
below, please rate each party: Federal Conservative Party.] [catlabel <0> 
Strongly dislike][catlabel <10> Strongly like]                                                                                                         
[@MBS_I10B] <0-10>                                [varlabel Using the scale 
below, please rate each party: Federal Liberal Party.] [catlabel <0> Strongly 
dislike][catlabel <10> Strongly like]                                                                                                         
[@MBS_I10C] <0-10>                                [varlabel Using the scale 
below, please rate each party: Federal NDP.] [catlabel <0> Strongly 
dislike][catlabel <10> Strongly like]                                                                                                         
[@MBS_I10D] <0-10>                                [varlabel Using the scale 
below, please rate each party: Bloc Quebecois.] [catlabel <0> Strongly 
dislike][catlabel <10> Strongly like]                                                                                                   
[@MBS_I10E] <0-10>                                [varlabel Using the scale 
below, please rate each party: Federal Green Party.] [catlabel <0> Strongly 
dislike][catlabel <10> Strongly like]                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                                                  
 
[# -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-] 
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 I11A  Where would you place: Stephen Harper.                 @MBS_I11A 
 I11B  Where would you place: Stephane Dion.                  @MBS_I11B 
 I11C  Where would you place: Jack Layton.                    @MBS_I11C 
 I11D  Where would you place: Gilles Duceppe.                 @MBS_I11D 
 I11E  Where would you place: Elizabeth May.                  @MBS_I11E 
  
 I12   Where would you place yourself?                        @MBS_I12    
                                                                             
 I13A  Federal Conservative Party.                            @MBS_I13A   
 I13B  Federal Liberal Party.                                 @MBS_I13B   
 I13C  Federal NDP                                            @MBS_I13C   
 I13D  Bloc Quebecois.                                        @MBS_I13D   
 I13E  Federal Green Party.                                   @MBS_I13E   
                                                                           
 
 
[@MBS_I11A] <0-10>    [varlabel Using the same scale, where would you place: 
Stephen Harper.][catlabel <0> Strongly dislike][catlabel <10> Strongly like]                  
[@MBS_I11B] <0-10>    [varlabel Using the same scale, where would you place: 
Stephane Dion.][catlabel <0> Strongly dislike][catlabel <10> Strongly like] 
[@MBS_I11C] <0-10>    [varlabel Using the same scale, where would you place: 
Jack Layton.][catlabel <0> Strongly dislike][catlabel <10> Strongly like] 



[@MBS_I11D] <0-10>    [varlabel Using the same scale, where would you place: 
Gilles Duceppe.][catlabel <0> Strongly dislike][catlabel <10> Strongly like] 
[@MBS_I11E] <0-10>    [varlabel Using the same scale, where would you place: 
Elizabeth May.][catlabel <0> Strongly dislike][catlabel <10> Strongly like] 
[@MBS_I12]  <0-10>    [varlabel In politics people sometimes talk of left and 
right. Where would you place yourself][catlabel <0> Left][catlabel <10> Right] 
[@MBS_I13A] <0-10>    [varlabel Using the same scale, where would you place the: 
Federal Conservative Party.][catlabel <0> Left][catlabel <10> Right] 
[@MBS_I13B] <0-10>    [varlabel Using the same scale, where would you place the: 
Federal Liberal Party.][catlabel <0> Left][catlabel <10> Right] 
[@MBS_I13C] <0-10>    [varlabel Using the same scale, where would you place the: 
Federal NDP][catlabel <0> Left][catlabel <10> Right] 
[@MBS_I13D] <0-10>    [varlabel Using the same scale, where would you place the: 
Bloc Quebecois.][catlabel <0> Left][catlabel <10> Right] 
[@MBS_I13E] <0-10>    [varlabel Using the same scale, where would you place the: 
Federal Green Party.][catlabel <0> Left][catlabel <10> Right] 
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 I14AA Opposes a close : Federal Conservative Party.          @MBS_I14AA  
 I14AB Opposes a close : Federal Liberal Party.               @MBS_I14AB  
 I14AC Opposes a close : Federal NDP                          @MBS_I14AC  
 I14AD Opposes a close : Bloc Quebecois.                      @MBS_I14AD  
 I14AE Opposes a close : Federal Green Party.                 @MBS_I14AE  
                                                                       
 I14BA Increase public services: Federal Conservative Party.  @MBS_I14BA  
 I14BB Increase public services: Federal Liberal Party.       @MBS_I14BB  
 I14BC Increase public services: Federal NDP                  @MBS_I14BC  
 I14BD Increase public services: Bloc Quebecois.              @MBS_I14BD  
 I14BE Increase public services: Federal Green Party.         @MBS_I14BE  
 
[@MBS_I14AA]<0-10>    [varlabel Opposes a close relationship with the US: 
Federal Conservative Party.][catlabel <0> Opposes][catlabel <10> Promotes] 
[@MBS_I14AB]<0-10>    [varlabel Opposes a close relationship with the US: 
Federal Liberal Party.][catlabel <0> Opposes][catlabel <10> Promotes] 
[@MBS_I14AC]<0-10>    [varlabel Opposes a close relationship with the US: 
Federal NDP][catlabel <0> Opposes][catlabel <10> Promotes] 
[@MBS_I14AD]<0-10>    [varlabel Opposes a close relationship with the US: Bloc 
Quebecois.][catlabel <0> Opposes][catlabel <10> Promotes] 
[@MBS_I14AE]<0-10>    [varlabel Opposes a close relationship with the US: 
Federal Green Party.][catlabel <0> Opposes][catlabel <10> Promotes] 
[@MBS_I14BA]<0-10>    [varlabel Increase public services even if increase taxes: 
Federal Conservative Party.][catlabel <0> Increase taxes][catlabel <10> Cut 
taxes] 
[@MBS_I14BB]<0-10>    [varlabel Increase public services even if increase taxes: 
Federal Liberal Party.][catlabel <0> Increase taxes][catlabel <10> Cut taxes] 
[@MBS_I14BC]<0-10>    [varlabel Increase public services even if increase taxes: 
Federal NDP][catlabel <0> Increase taxes][catlabel <10> Cut taxes] 
[@MBS_I14BD]<0-10>    [varlabel Increase public services even if increase taxes: 
Bloc Quebecois.][catlabel <0> Increase taxes][catlabel <10> Cut taxes] 
[@MBS_I14BE]<0-10>    [varlabel Increase public services even if increase taxes: 
Federal Green Party.][catlabel <0> Increase taxes][catlabel <10> Cut taxes] 
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 I15 During the federal election campaign, would you say that @MBS_I15 
                                                               
 J1A Expressed your views by: contacting a politician or      @MBS_J1A 
 J1B Expressed your views by: working together with people    @MBS_J1B   
 
 
[@MBS_I15] <1-3,9>  [varlabel During the federal election campaign, would you 
say that there were major differences between the parties... ?][catlabel <1> 
Major difference][catlabel <2>  Minor difference][catlabel <3> No difference at 
all] 
[@MBS_J1A] <1,5>    [varlabel Expressed your views by: contacting a politician 
or government official?][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
[@MBS_J1B] <1,5>    [varlabel Expressed your views by: working together with 
people who shared same concern?][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
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  J2A  Community service group.                               @MBS_J2A         
  J2B  Business association.                                  @MBS_J2B 
  J2C  Professional association.                              @MBS_J2C 
  J2D  Environmental group.                                   @MBS_J2D 
  J2E  Women s group.                                         @MBS_J2E 
  J2F  Labour union.                                          @MBS_J2F 
  J2G  Ethnic association.                                    @MBS_J2G 
  J2H  Sports association.                                    @MBS_J2H 
  J2I  Religious organisation.                                @MBS_J2I 
  J2J  Parent s groups.                                       @MBS_J2J 
  J2K  Farmer s association.                                  @MBS_J2K 
  J2L  Other (please specify).                                @MBS_J2L 
 
[@MBS_J2A]  <1><5>   [varlabel  Been active during the past five years: 
Community service group.][catlabel <1> yes][catlabel <5> No]  
[@MBS_J2B]  <1><5>   [varlabel  Been active during the past five years: Business 
association.][catlabel <1> yes][catlabel <5> No]  
[@MBS_J2C]  <1><5>   [varlabel  Been active during the past five years: 
Professional association.][catlabel <1> yes][catlabel <5> No]  
[@MBS_J2D]  <1><5>   [varlabel  Been active during the past five years: 
Environmental group.][catlabel <1> yes][catlabel <5> No]  
[@MBS_J2E]  <1><5>   [varlabel  Been active during the past five years: Women s 
group.][catlabel <1> yes][catlabel <5> No]  
[@MBS_J2F]  <1><5>   [varlabel  Been active during the past five years: Labour 
union.][catlabel <1> yes][catlabel <5> No]  
[@MBS_J2G]  <1><5>   [varlabel  Been active during the past five years: Ethnic 
association.][catlabel <1> yes][catlabel <5> No]  
[@MBS_J2H]  <1><5>   [varlabel  Been active during the past five years: Sports 
association.][catlabel <1> yes][catlabel <5> No]  
[@MBS_J2I]  <1><5>   [varlabel  Been active during the past five years: 
Religious organisation.][catlabel <1> yes][catlabel <5> No]  
[@MBS_J2J]  <1><5>   [varlabel  Been active during the past five years: Parent s 
groups.][catlabel <1> yes][catlabel <5> No]  



[@MBS_J2K]  <1><5>   [varlabel  Been active during the past five years: Farmer s 
association.][catlabel <1> yes][catlabel <5> No]  
[@MBS_J2L]  <1> [specify]<5>   [varlabel  Been active during the past five 
years: Other (please specify).][catlabel <1> yes][catlabel <5> No]  
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 MBS_J3A  Sign a petition.                                    @MBS_J3A 
 MBS_J3B  Join in a boycott.                                  @MBS_J3B 
 MBS_J3C  Attend a lawful demonstration.                      @MBS_J3C 
 MBS_J3D  Join an illegal strike.                             @MBS_J3D 
 MBS_J3E  Occupy a building or factory.                       @MBS_J3E 
  
 MBS_J4A   A political party?                                 @MBS_J4A 
 MBS_J4B   Other political activities?                        @MBS_J4B 
 MBS_J4C   Community and volunteer activities?                @MBS_J4C 
    Father & Mother=4 
    Father & Mother & Other Family Member=5  
    Any other combination enter=6 
 
[@MBS_J3A]  <1,2,3,8>            [varlabel political actions that people can 
take: Sign a petition.][catlabel <1> have done][catlabel <2> Might do][catlabel 
<3> Would never][catlabel <8> Not sure]                                   
[@MBS_J3B]  <1,2,3,8>            [varlabel political actions that people can 
take: Join in a boycott.][catlabel <1> have done][catlabel <2> Might 
do][catlabel <3> Would never][catlabel <8> Not sure]                                   
[@MBS_J3C]  <1,2,3,8>            [varlabel political actions that people can 
take: Attend a lawful demonstration.][catlabel <1> have done][catlabel <2> Might 
do][catlabel <3> Would never][catlabel <8> Not sure]                                   
[@MBS_J3D]  <1,2,3,8>            [varlabel political actions that people can 
take: Join an illegal strike.][catlabel <1> have done][catlabel <2> Might 
do][catlabel <3> Would never][catlabel <8> Not sure]                                   
[@MBS_J3E]  <1,2,3,8>            [varlabel political actions that people can 
take: Occupy a building or factory.][catlabel <1> have done][catlabel <2> Might 
do][catlabel <3> Would never][catlabel <8> Not sure]                                   
[@MBS_J4A]  <1,2,4,5,6><3>[specify]    [varlabel When you were growing up, was 
any member of your family involved in A political party?][catlabel <1> 
father][catlabel <2> Mother][catlabel <3> Other (specify)] 
[@MBS_J4B]  <1,2,4,5,6><3>[specify]    [varlabel When you were growing up, was 
any member of your family involved in Other political activities?][catlabel <1> 
father][catlabel <2> Mother][catlabel <3> Other (specify)] 
[@MBS_J4C]  <1,2,4,5,6><3>[specify]    [varlabel When you were growing up, was 
any member of your family involved in Community and volunteer 
activities?][catlabel <1> father][catlabel <2> Mother][catlabel <3> Other 
(specify)] 
 
[# -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-] 
 
 
>Page6a<  [optional all] 
 



  J5 When you were growing up, was there a daily newspaper    @MBS_J5      
  J6 When you were in high school did you take a civics       @MBS_J6 
   
  K1 Would you say that Elections Canada ran the election     @MBS_K1 
  K2 Corporations and trade unions are not allowed to make    @MBS_K2 
  K3 Political parties get public funding. Is this a          @MBS_K3 
  K4 Person allowed to give MAXIMUM of $1,100 a year to       @MBS_K4 
  K5 How important is it for you to know where political      @MBS_K5 
 
 
[@MBS_J5] <1,5,8>                 [varlabel When you were growing up, was there 
a daily newspaper in your home?][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No][catlabel <8> 
Not sure] 
[@MBS_J6] <1,5,8>                 [varlabel When you were in high school did you 
take a civics course?][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No][catlabel <8> Not sure] 
[@MBS_K1] <1-4,8>                 [varlabel Would you say that Elections Canada 
ran the election...][catlabel <1> Very fairly][catlabel <2> Somehwat 
fairly][catlabel <3> Somewhat unfairly][catlabel <4> Very unfairly][catlabel <8> 
Not sure] 
[@MBS_K2] <1,5,8>                 [varlabel Corporations and trade unions are 
not allowed to make donations to federal political parties. Is this 
a...][catlabel <1> Good thing][catlabel <5> Bad thing][catlabel <8> Not sure] 
[@MBS_K3] <1,5,8>                 [varlabel Political parties get public 
funding. Is this a...][catlabel <1> Good thing][catlabel <5> Bad thing][catlabel 
<8> Not sure] 
[@MBS_K4] <1-3,8>                 [varlabel Person allowed to give MAXIMUM of 
$1,100 a year to federal political party, and the same amount to...][catlabel 
<1> Too much][catlabel <2> Too little][catlabel <3> About right][catlabel <8> 
Not sure] 
[@MBS_K5] <1-4,8>                 [varlabel How important is it for you to know 
where political parties, candidates and ;ocal riding associations get their 
money?][catlabel <1> Very important][catlabel <2> Somewhat important][catlabel 
<3> Not very important][catlabel <4> Not important at all][catlabel <8> Not 
sure] 
 
>Page6b<  [optional all] 
 
  Who do you think should be MOST responsible for encouraging young persons to 
  learn about elections? 
 
  K6A  Schools                                                @MBS_K6A                         
  K6B  Parents                                                @MBS_K6B 
  K6C  Elections Canada                                       @MBS_K6C 
  K6D  Political parties                                      @MBS_K6D 
  K6E  Youth organizations                                    @MBS_K6E 
  K6F  Not sure                                               @MBS_K6F 
   
 Political parties should be required by law to have a MINIMUM number of...  
                                                          
  K7A Women?                                                  @MBS_K7A                                                                
  K7B Young people?                                           @MBS_K7B                       
  K7C Visible minorities?                                     @MBS_K7C                       
  K7D Aboriginal peoples?                                     @MBS_K7D                       
 
 



[@MBS_K6A][default answer <0>] <0,1>         [varlabel Who do you think should 
be MOST responsible for encouraging young persons to learn about elections: 
Schools][catlabel <0> Not chosen][catlabel <1> Chosen]    
[@MBS_K6B][default answer <0>] <0,1>         [varlabel Who do you think should 
be MOST responsible for encouraging young persons to learn about elections: 
Parents][catlabel <0> Not chosen][catlabel <1> Chosen]  
[@MBS_K6C][default answer <0>] <0,1>         [varlabel Who do you think should 
be MOST responsible for encouraging young persons to learn about elections: 
Elections Canada][catlabel <0> Not chosen][catlabel <1> Chosen]  
[@MBS_K6D][default answer <0>] <0,1>         [varlabel Who do you think should 
be MOST responsible for encouraging young persons to learn about elections: 
Political parties][catlabel <0> Not chosen][catlabel <1> Chosen]  
[@MBS_K6E][default answer <0>] <0,1>         [varlabel Who do you think should 
be MOST responsible for encouraging young persons to learn about elections: 
Youth organizations][catlabel <0> Not chosen][catlabel <1> Chosen]  
[@MBS_K6F][default answer <0>] <0,1>         [varlabel Who do you think should 
be MOST responsible for encouraging young persons to learn about elections: Not 
sure][catlabel <0> Not chosen][catlabel <1> Chosen]  
[@MBS_K7A] <1,5,8>                           [varlabel Political parties should 
be required by law to have a MINIMUM number of Women?][catlabel <1> 
Yes][catlabel <5> No][catlabel <8> Not sure]                                  
[@MBS_K7B] <1,5,8>                           [varlabel Political parties should 
be required by law to have a MINIMUM number of Young people?][catlabel <1> 
Yes][catlabel <5> No][catlabel <8> Not sure]                                  
[@MBS_K7C] <1,5,8>                           [varlabel Political parties should 
be required by law to have a MINIMUM number of Visible minorities?][catlabel <1> 
Yes][catlabel <5> No][catlabel <8> Not sure]                                  
[@MBS_K7D] <1,5,8>                           [varlabel Political parties should 
be required by law to have a MINIMUM number of Aboriginal peoples?][catlabel <1> 
Yes][catlabel <5> No][catlabel <8> Not sure]                                  
 
 
>Page6c<  [optional all] 
 
   MBS_L1   In what year were you born?                       @MBS_L1                                      
   MBS_L2   What is your gender?                              @MBS_L2 
    
[@MBS_L1]    <00-99>    [varlabel In what year were you born?] 
[@MBS_L2]    <1,5,9>    [varlabel What is your gender?][catlabel <1> 
male][catlabel <5> female] 
    
 
>Page6d<  [optional all]   
 
  Here is a list of occupations. Please put a circle in the appropriate 
  column to indicate if you know any WOMEN or MEN in these 
  occupations.    
    
                                             Women         Men 
   MBS_L3A  Lawyer.                          @MBS_L3AA     @MBS_L3BA 
   MBS_L3B  Social worker.                   @MBS_L3AB     @MBS_L3BB 
   MBS_L3C  Carpenter.                       @MBS_L3AC     @MBS_L3BC 
   MBS_L3D  Tailor, dressmaker, furrier.     @MBS_L3AD     @MBS_L3BD 
   MBS_L3E  Computer programmer.             @MBS_L3AE     @MBS_L3BE 
   MBS_L3F  Security guard.                  @MBS_L3AF     @MBS_L3BF 



   MBS_L3G  Cashier.                         @MBS_L3AG     @MBS_L3BG 
   MBS_L3H  Sales or marketing manager.      @MBS_L3AH     @MBS_L3BH 
   MBS_L3I  Sewing machine operator.         @MBS_L3AI     @MBS_L3BI 
   MBS_L3J  Delivery driver.                 @MBS_L3AJ     @MBS_L3BJ 
   MBS_L3K  Human resources manager.         @MBS_L3AK     @MBS_L3BK 
   MBS_L3L  Janitor or caretaker.            @MBS_L3AL     @MBS_L3BL 
   MBS_L3M  Pharmacist.                      @MBS_L3AM     @MBS_L3BM 
   MBS_L3N  Server (waiter or waitress).     @MBS_L3AN     @MBS_L3BN 
   MBS_L3O  Farmer.                          @MBS_L3AO     @MBS_L3BO 
 
 
[@MBS_L3AA]  <1,5,9>   [varlabel Know any women in this occupation: 
Lawyer.][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
[@MBS_L3AB]  <1,5,9>   [varlabel Know any women in this occupation: Social 
worker.][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
[@MBS_L3AC]  <1,5,9>   [varlabel Know any women in this occupation: 
Carpenter.][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
[@MBS_L3AD]  <1,5,9>   [varlabel Know any women in this occupation: Tailor, 
dressmaker, furrier][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
[@MBS_L3AE]  <1,5,9>   [varlabel Know any women in this occupation: Computer 
programmer.][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
[@MBS_L3AF]  <1,5,9>   [varlabel Know any women in this occupation: Security 
guard.][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
[@MBS_L3AG]  <1,5,9>   [varlabel Know any women in this occupation: 
Cashier.][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
[@MBS_L3AH]  <1,5,9>   [varlabel Know any women in this occupation: Sales or 
marketing manager.][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
[@MBS_L3AI]  <1,5,9>   [varlabel Know any women in this occupation: Sewing 
machine operator.][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
[@MBS_L3AJ]  <1,5,9>   [varlabel Know any women in this occupation: Delivery 
driver.][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
[@MBS_L3AK]  <1,5,9>   [varlabel Know any women in this occupation: Human 
resources manager.][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
[@MBS_L3AL]  <1,5,9>   [varlabel Know any women in this occupation: Janitor or 
caretaker.][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
[@MBS_L3AM]  <1,5,9>   [varlabel Know any women in this occupation: 
Pharmacist.][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
[@MBS_L3AN]  <1,5,9>   [varlabel Know any women in this occupation: Server 
(waiter or waitress)][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
[@MBS_L3AO]  <1,5,9>   [varlabel Know any women in this occupation: 
Farmer.][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
[@MBS_L3BA]  <1,5,9>   [varlabel Know any men in this occupation: 
Lawyer.][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
[@MBS_L3BB]  <1,5,9>   [varlabel Know any men in this occupation: Social 
worker.][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
[@MBS_L3BC]  <1,5,9>   [varlabel Know any men in this occupation: 
Carpenter.][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
[@MBS_L3BD]  <1,5,9>   [varlabel Know any men in this occupation: Tailor, 
dressmaker, furrier.][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
[@MBS_L3BE]  <1,5,9>   [varlabel Know any men in this occupation: Computer 
programmer.][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
[@MBS_L3BF]  <1,5,9>   [varlabel Know any men in this occupation: Security 
guard.][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
[@MBS_L3BG]  <1,5,9>   [varlabel Know any men in this occupation: 
Cashier.][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 



[@MBS_L3BH]  <1,5,9>   [varlabel Know any men in this occupation: Sales or 
marketing manager.][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
[@MBS_L3BI]  <1,5,9>   [varlabel Know any men in this occupation: Sewing machine 
operator.][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
[@MBS_L3BJ]  <1,5,9>   [varlabel Know any men in this occupation: Delivery 
driver.][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
[@MBS_L3BK]  <1,5,9>   [varlabel Know any men in this occupation: Human 
resources manager.][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
[@MBS_L3BL]  <1,5,9>   [varlabel Know any men in this occupation: Janitor or 
caretaker.][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
[@MBS_L3BM]  <1,5,9>   [varlabel Know any men in this occupation: 
Pharmacist.][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
[@MBS_L3BN]  <1,5,9>   [varlabel Know any men in this occupation: Server (waiter 
or waitress).][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
[@MBS_L3BO]  <1,5,9>   [varlabel Know any men in this occupation: 
Farmer.][catlabel <1> Yes][catlabel <5> No] 
 
[# -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-] 
 
 
>page7a<  [optional all]  
 
 We are very interested in any further comments           @comments 
   (enter 1 if text) 
    
 Enter language of questionnaire                          @MBS_QLANG 
   1=English  2=French 
    
   
[@comments][default answer <0>] <0> <1>[specify] [varlabel We are very 
interested in any further comments you may wish to make about these or related 
issues][catlabel <0> No text][catlabel <1> Text response] 
[@MBS_QLANG][default answer <1>] <1,2>           [varlabel Language of 
questionnaire.][catlabel <1> English][catlabel <2> French] 
   
[# -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-] 
   
   
   
>finish<   [optional all] 
 
 
  This case is now complete. 
                                      
  Do you need to explain any problems or add comments about this case?   
   
     y  Yes  
     n  no 
     @ 
    
[@] <y> [goto fixit] 
    <n> [goto FNL] 
    



 
>fixit<     
    
  Enter problem with this case that needs to be looked at.  
   
     1 enter text, end with // @ 
    
[@]<1>[specify] 
 
      
            


